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contact:

My name is Simon Bernlieger and I am an Austrian commercial photographer specialised in hotel and architectural 
photography.
 
Even as a small boy, I went from travel agency to travel agency asking for hotel catalogues, only to spend hours ad-
miring the polished photos. I think I already knew it back then that a. I wanted to be at these places and b. I wanted to 
create such stunning imagery. Nevertheless it took me a while to realise that hotel photography would be my perfect 
career match (when I first got into professional photography I tried almost all other genres - weddings, portrait, even 
boudoir). Eventually I started out in 2015 and have not regretted it ever since. 
For more than 7 years now I have let my passion for travelling (and the hotel industry in general) inspire myself to get 
the best out of every property I am shooting. In order to achieve that, I rely on modern camera and lighting technology, 
my personal sense for perfection and last but not least my extraordinary talent as a human light stand (see photo on 
the right).
When I am not photographing hospitality, I am constantly trying to broaden my artistic horizon with new, exciting 
personal projects.

phone : +43 (0) 6769391361

email: info@sgb-photography.com
website : www.simonbernlieger.com

@simonbernlieger

about 
me

tel: +43(0)6769391361
mailto:info%40sgb-photography.com?subject=Anfrage%20Hotelfotografie
https://www.simonbernlieger.com
https://www.instagram.com/simonbernlieger/?hl=de
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At the beginning of every hotel shooting there is always a fair amount of planning. As soon as I arrive at 
the property, I go through the "shot list" and think about which photos should be taken at what time. I use 
various apps that accurately predict the position of the sun or the moon at a certain point during the day.
For example, in the photo above on the left, I knew for sure that the last rays of the sun would shine between 
8:00 p.m. and 8:20 p.m. centered over the pool (and directly over the edge of the building, thus perfectly 
applying the rule of thirds). A few minutes later the sun had disappeared behind the mountains and the 
picture would no longer have been possible.
In the photo above on the right, it was less about the perfect composition and more about conveying the 
feeling of a sunny, warm winter's day in Lech.

THE PERFECT MOMENT
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The view from a hotel room often contributes significantly to its value and it is therefore ex-
tremely important to photograph it in the best possible light.
Therefore, I often photograph the “view” separately and add it later in post production. I use 
this, for example, when the viewing angle of the camera (usually relatively low) does not corre-
spond to what a person would see or when the light outside is only perfect for a brief moment. 

In the case of the picture on the bottom left, I first photographed the view of the glowing 
Matterhorn and then the rest afterwards. Otherwise I would not have managed to capture this 
moment, which lasted only a few seconds.
Of course, with this method it is important not to falsify the reality of the view - under no cir-
cumstances should there be  a different window view than the actual view the guest has when 
standing there. 

ROOM WITH 
A VIEW
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Broadly speaking, the blue hour is the phase of bluish 
twilight after sunset or before sunrise. This period of 
time is extremely popular in (hotel) photography as 
it is the best opportunity for evening photos / night 
photographs. .
The main reason for that is that on the one hand it is 
dark enough to let the lighting work and on the other 
hand it is still bright enough to see the surroundings.
If you took an “evening photo” of a hotel after the 
blue hour, the surrounding sky and landscape would 
be almost black, while the lights would be overly 
bright - and that is not a good look at all. 
In order to use the full range of the evening blue hour 
(i.e. from immediately after sunset to almost dark-
ness), I usually take 10 - 20 shots spread over the en-
tire period.
The individual images are then combined to form the 
final photo. This allows, for example, to use the sky at 
6:10 p.m. (contains even more color) and the hotel at 
6:30 p.m. (lights in the building are better shown).

BLUE 
HOUR
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The spa area of a hotel makes me particularly, both as a guest and as a photographer (apart from the often 
acrobatic contortions with flash and tripod in the switched-on sauna).
The challenge here is to create a visual feeling for heat, cold, aroma and relaxation.. While it's not always 
possible, it's often helpful to show contrast.
In the photo above left, blowing snow and warmth are right next to each other and you immediately feel 
the need to sit in the sauna. Contrary, if the window showed a hot summer day, this would probably not be 
the case.

SPA & WELLNESS
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In addition to the obvious goal of showing food and drinks from their ab-
solute best side, I always try to whet the appetite for the entire “eating” 
experience. That might include the table decoration and the atmosphere in 
the restaurant. This often results in a combination of a conventional "food 
photo" and a "normal" room image (see photo on the opposite page).
 
Another good example of this is the pizza image on the bottom right. The 
view of the cutlery and the wooden table conveys the flair of the casual, 
modern pizzeria, while the chilli oil provides additional context and dynam-
ics.

BON APPÉTIT / 
CHEERS
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In hospitality photography models are basically included to make certain activities appear more lively (think candle light dinner, boat trip, massage, etc.). 
The guest can put themselves into the models, so to speak, or they already imagine themselves doing morning yoga on the terrace. But this also applies to 
more mundane aspects: A person walking through the picture blurred or just a few pieces of clothing in the wardrobe can turn a sterile architectural photo 
into an interesting lifestyle picture.

THE HUMAN 
ELEMENT
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Aerial photos are great for showing the location/setting of a hotel. The fact that the perspective (at least for 
us humans) is rather unusual also has the disadvantage that as a guest it may be more difficult to imagine 
what the holiday destination might actually look like. That's why I first and foremost try to work primarily 
from the height of my tripod. Nevertheless, my drone now accompanies me on almost every job, because 
ultimately the ideal case is of course a combination of aerial photographs and conventional perspectives.

BIRD'S 
EYE
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Have you ever tried to photograph a hotel room? Or worse, a tiny bathroom? 
Surely you faced the problem of “not getting everything in the photo”, right? 
The lens of your camera most likely did not offer enough wide angle. While 
there are specialised lenses that make even the smallest chamber look 
huge, this is by no means a one-size-fits-all solution. 
Aside from giving the guest a quite literally deceptive image, there's also 
the problem of distortion: The wider the lens, the more distortion (ob-
jects close to the camera appear unnaturally large, while objects far 
away quickly become small) and thus unnatural image appearance.  
In addition, such photos often appear generic and rather boring. Increasingly, 
I deliberately use a normal focal length or even a slight telephoto lens (similar 
to the field of view of an human eye) and focus on a specific part of a room.  
This often results in compositions that convey the style and atmosphere 
better than a boring wide-angle photo from the furthest corner. In other 
words, this is how you photograph the essence of a room. 
After all, the classic human portrait usually focuses on their face. And yet 
one can assume that the rest of the body is also there.

A LITTLE CLOSER 
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